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Parashah Ki Tetze | כי תצא | "When you go forth"  

Week 49 

A SPIRITUAL BAROMETER - IF AMALEK IS ON THE ATTACK, 
THEN YOU ARE WEAK 

This week’s portion covers Deuteronomy 21:10-25:19; Isaiah 54:1-10; and Matthew 
5:31-32; Matthew 19:3-12; Matthew 22:23-32; 1 Corinthians 9:4-18; Galatians 3:9-14; 
and 1 Timothy 5:17-18. 

SUMMARY  

Moses recalls numerous laws that relate to: 

An Israelite taking a foreign woman captive after war,  
How to deal with a rebellious son,  
The Commandment of helping your neighbour if his donkey is injured,  
The prohibition from planting a field with mixed seed, and  
A definition of what / how much you may eat from your neighbour’s vineyard. 

 
The portion begins with “when you go out to fight (war) against your enemy” and deals with 
the soldier that finds and wants to marry a foreign woman,  

And ends … 

With a description of a situation that becomes the basis of why we have to go to WAR 
against the Amalekites “that you blot out the remembrance of the Amalekites from under 
the heavens” on the express command of GOD (YHVH).  

Before we go deeper in the subject matter of WAR, let us first analyse the “enemy”. 
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WHO IS THE PHYSICAL ENEMY AMALEK - AND WHO IS OUR 
SPIRITUAL ENEMY? 

(a) The first analysis of this enemy starts to materialise in the story of the Exodus. The 
Israelites are on the journey to the Promised Land. We will analyse their 
SPIRITUAL status later on to find the reasons for the ‘open door’ and why they 
would be attacked so soon after they had been delivered. 

 

What is important is that the Amalekites attack with a measure of violence. It would appear 
that the attack lasted two days, and that it was only on the second day (tomorrow) that the 
tide turns but it takes the efforts of Moses with arms / hands raised high and Joshua 
as warrior to defeat this enemy. 

Exodus 17:9-12 “Moshe said to Y’hoshua, “Choose men for us, go out, and fight with 
‘Amalek. Tomorrow I will stand on top of the hill with God’s staff in my hand.” Y’hoshua did 
as Moshe had told him and fought with ‘Amalek. Then Moshe, Aharon and Hur went up to 
the top of the hill. When Moshe raised his hand, Isra’el prevailed; but when he let it 
down, ‘Amalek prevailed. However, Moshe’s hands grew heavy; so they took a stone and 
put it under him, and he sat on it. Aharon and Hur held up his hands, the one on the one 
side and the other on the other; so that his hands stayed steady until sunset.” 

(b) The second incidence of an attack by the Amalekites comes immediately after the 
12 spies have returned from the tour of the Promised Land, together with a huge 
bunch of grapes to verify that GOD (YHVH)’s Word is true. How often will we find 
evidence of GOD (YHVH)’s blessing (the equivalent of the huge bunch of grapes) 
and still fail to believe in the faithfulness of GOD (YHVH)? 
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The spies have indicated that it is unwise to enter the Land of Canaan; the people accept 
this proposal … in the face of visible evidence that GOD (YHVH) provides, and have been 
judged by GOD (YHVH) for their unbelief.   

They are sentenced to die off in the wilderness over the next 38 years while they think 
about the “missed opportunity”. The next thing that we read is that the Israelites decide on 
the “following day” after the judgment has been passed, that they will enter the Land 
notwithstanding the fact that GOD (YHVH) had now said “No”.  

We will see that the Israelites ascend to the top of the mountain in the stifling desert heat, 
meet the Amalekites, and are soundly defeated. 

 

Numbers 14:40-45 “They arose early the next morning, came up to the top of the 
mountain and said, “Here we are, and we did sin, but now we’ll go up to the place 
ADONAI promised.” Moshe answered, “Why are you opposing what ADONAI said? You 
won’t succeed!  Don’t go up there, because ADONAI isn’t with you. If you do, your 
enemies will defeat you. The ‘Amalekim and the Kena‘anim are there ahead of you, and 
you will be struck down by the sword. The reason will be that you have turned away 
from following ADONAI, so that ADONAI won’t be with you.” But they were 
presumptuous and went on up toward the high parts of the hill-country, even though 
the ark for the covenant of ADONAI — and Moshe — stayed in the camp. So the 
‘Amalekim and the Kena‘anim living in that hill-country descended, struck them down and 
beat them back all the way to Hormah.”   

(c) The third incident occurs in the time of Saul. He goes out to fight (make war) with 
the Amalekites, soundly defeats them, and then annuls the value of the victory by 
failing to fulfil the express Commandment of GOD (YHVH) to kill the king, and then 
also decides to keep the “loot” - (a mixture of rebellion and greed). 

1 Samuel 15:3 Now go and attack ‘Amalek, and completely destroy everything they 
have. Don’t spare them, but kill men and women, children and babies, cows and sheep, 
camels and donkeys. 
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1 Samuel 15:20-21 “I did too pay attention to what ADONAI said, and I carried out the 
mission on which ADONAI sent me. I brought back Agag the king of ‘Amalek, and I 
completely destroyed ‘Amalek. But the people took some of the spoil, the best of the 
sheep and cattle set aside for destruction, to sacrifice to ADONAI your God in Gilgal.” 
Sh’mu’el said.”  

(d) The fourth incident occurs in the lifetime of David, hundreds of years later on.  He 
and his men go off to war but his contribution to that war effort is rejected and they 
return home. While they are away, the Amalekites raid his hometown of Tziklag, kill 
all of the non-combatant men but capture the women and children. 

What would have become of them if David had not been able to chase them down and 
defeat them? The Amalekites / Midianites and the Ishmaelites were known to be slave 
traders. By these actions they were effectively trying to reverse the deliverance from 
Egypt.  

1 Samuel 30:1-3 “Three days later, when David and his men arrived in Ziklag, they found 
that the ‘Amaleki had raided the Negev and Ziklag. They had sacked Ziklag and burned it 
down; and they had taken captive the women and everyone there, great and small. They 
hadn’t killed anyone but had carried them off as they went on their way. So when David 
and his men arrived at the city, there it was, burned down, with their wives, sons and 
daughters taken captive.” 
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(e) The fifth incident is in the days of Mordecai and Esther. The Jews are a minority, in 
a foreign land, and Haman the Amalekites purchase the right to kill all of the Jews. 
He has no real cause … its blind hatred that is buried deep inside his heart. 

Esther 3:8-10 “Then Haman said to Achashverosh, “There is a particular people 
scattered and dispersed among the peoples in all the provinces of your kingdom. Their 
laws are different from those of every other people; moreover, they don’t observe 
the king’s laws. It doesn’t befit the king to tolerate them. If it please the king, have a 
decree written for their destruction; and I will hand over 330 tons of silver to the 
officials in charge of the king’s affairs to deposit in the royal treasury.”  The king took 
his signet ring from his hand and gave it to Haman the son of Hamdata the Agagi, the 
enemy of the Jews.” 

The remnant of Jews under a queen who is prepared to sacrifice everything -  she stands  
up, fasts for THREE days and is given the opportunity to rise up against Haman and 
reverse the attack. 
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WHAT IS THIS ENEMY’S PHYSICAL BATTLE PLAN? 

1. The Amalekites wage war against the weak / the old and those who do not fear 
GOD (YHVH). The physical weakness will in time be a reflection of their spiritual 
weakness. A lack of faith in GOD (YHVH), especially after the enormity of the 
deliverance out of Egypt will be the cause of their downfall.  

Deuteronomy 25:18 “How he met you by the road, attacked those in the rear, those who 
were exhausted and straggling behind when you were tired and weary. He did not fear 
God.  
Therefore, when ADONAI your God has given you rest from all your surrounding enemies 
in the land ADONAI your God is giving you as your inheritance to possess, you are to blot 
out all memory of ‘Amalek from under heaven. Don’t forget!” 

2. The Amalekites want to return the Israelites back to slavery. They wage war on the 
women and children whom they capture. It is not only about the victory, about the 
position of absolute dominance that the enemy wants. 

1 Samuel 30:3 “So when David and his men arrived at the city, there it was, burned down, 
with their wives, sons and daughters taken captive.” 

3. The Amalekites want to destroy those who are a minority and where they have 
powerful allies with the leadership of the land ➛ Esther. The “kings” of today are those 
who will support terrorists who maim, kill and abuse in the media, without actually 
declaring war. The Palestinians continue today to attack from the rear, those who are 
weak and old. 

4. The Amalekites want to destroy the Image of GOD (YHVH) as a Deliverer of His 
people. The very first battle occurs between: 

  
i) The incident of the “water from the rock”, and 
ii) The Israelites arriving at the mountain and receiving the full revelation of GOD 

(YHVH)’s Purpose for them. 

One can see that this was a direct attack of the spiritual implication or meaning of the 
miracle of the Exodus. If one can show in any way that the victory is blemished, then one 
can cast a shadow on the Power and Might of GOD (YHVH). 

The essence of the war by the Amalekites lie not in the physical attack on mankind, but in 
their attempted declaration in the SPIRITUAL REALM to say that GOD (YHVH) is not 
Almighty. 

All of these acts are WAR CRIMES. 
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Note how GOD (YHVH) instructs us to go to war. There is an ethical standard to go to 
war.  Any other standard is a product of the kingdom of darkness. (Consider the visuals 1

that we saw on the television where terrorists take up positions inside of homes, schools, 
and hospitals.) 

(a) In the first place, offer peace (where they refuse - go to war). 

(b) If they refuse, smite every male, but leave all of the women, children and livestock. 

(c) Do not destroy the fruit trees and orchards. 

(d) We have one exception ➛ in the case of the CANAANITES, there we MUST 
DESTROY EVERYTHING. 

Deuteronomy 20:10-18 “When you advance on a town to attack it, first offer it terms for 
peace. If it accepts the terms for peace and opens its gates to you, then all the people 
there are to be put to forced labor and work for you.  However, if they refuse to make 
peace with you but prefer to make war against you, you are to put it under siege. When 
ADONAI your God hands it over to you, you are to put every male to the sword. 
However, you are to take as booty for yourself the women, the little ones, the livestock, 
and everything in the city — all its spoil. Yes, you will feed on your enemies’ spoil, which 
ADONAI your God has given you. This is what you are to do to all the towns which are 
at a great distance from you, which are not the towns of these nations. As for the 
towns of these peoples, which ADONAI your God is giving you as your inheritance, you 
are not to allow anything that breathes to live.  Rather you must destroy them 
completely — the Hitti, the Emori, the Kena‘ani, the P’rizi, the Hivi and the Y’vusi — 
as ADONAI your God has ordered you; so that they won’t teach you to follow their 
abominable practices, which they do for their gods, thus causing you to sin against 
ADONAI your God.” 

WHY WAS ISRAEL WEAK AT THIS MOMENT? 

The word Amalekite in Hebrew Strong’s 6002 “amal” has the following meanings: 

To be a burden 
To vex 
To wear down 
To wound 

So where is the open door? 

1. The Israelites have grumbled all of the way. They are not content; they want to return 
to the safety of what they know ➛ slavery. In their mind this is better than the 

	See	a	detailed	study	of	Biblical	Rules	of	Engagement	for	going	to	war	FighCng	With	Joshua	1

For	YOUR	Promised	Land	hKp://www.kanaanministries.org/downloads/?did=249	
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uncertainty and the requirement to live by faith … “why have you brought us out of 
Egypt?” 

2. GOD (YHVH) gives the Israelites food but He tells them that He will test them. It does 
not take long for the failure rate to rise as they try to collect more than what they 
can eat - in other words they fail to obey GOD (YHVH)’s Commandment. 

Exodus 16:4,16 “ADONAI said to Moshe, “Here, I will cause bread to rain down from 
Heaven for you. The people are to go out and gather a day’s ration every day. By this I 
will test whether they will observe My Torah or not. 16Here is what ADONAI has 
ordered: each man is to gather according to his appetite — each is to take an ‘omer [two 
quarts] per person for everyone in his tent.” The people of Isra’el did this. Some gathered 
more, some less;  but when they put it in an ‘omer-measure, whoever had gathered much 
had no excess; and whoever had gathered little had no shortage; nevertheless each 
person had gathered according to his appetite.” 

3. At Refidim the people fall to pieces in their quest for water. Moses and the 
leadership go to Horeb, where Moses strikes the rock. The water flows all the way back 
to the people. What started out pure clear water (the completeness of GOD (YHVH)’s 
WORD), surely became clouded (impure) with the dust of the wilderness and the 
impatience, frustration, and bitterness of the people. 

They are leaderless, they only have thoughts for their own needs, namely water and 
they have no spiritual content ... it is all about “me” and the physical needs.  

When the Body of Messiah lacks VISION, the Amalekites will attack! 

**NUGGET!** When we experience times of attack, we should review our own heart, 
and internal thoughts and motivations, to check whether or not the cause of the 
open door is not really in our own attitude, rather than a tribulation / trial. 
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WE ARE CALLED FOR WAR … IN THE PHYSICAL AND THE SPIRITUAL 

We start off this portion with this declaration: “When you go to war against your enemy”.  

Is this something that happens now and then, or is it perhaps part of our daily walk with 
GOD (YHVH)? Think back to the calling placed on our lives as mankind in the Garden of 
Eden ➛ to GUARD the Garden.  

Surely we are called to guard the potential / dream that GOD (YHVH) has for your life? 

We are called to “go out”... 

Deuteronomy 21:10 “When you go out to war against your enemies, The concept of 
“going out” always has the conation of a victory after warfare.” 

1 Samuel 17:55 “When Sha’ul saw David go out to fight the P’lishti.” 

Psalm 121:7-8 “ADONAI will guard you against all harm; He will guard your life. ADONAI 
will guard your coming and going from now on and forever.” 

SO HOW DO WE TRANSFORM THIS “GOING OUT” FROM THE 
PHYSICAL TO THE SPIRITUAL DOMAIN? 

Paul tells us in 1 Corinthians 15:46 that the physical precedes the spiritual. But we are 
spiritual beings, Living Stones in a new Tabernacle. 

Do we have an enemy, an adversary? 

Paul tells us it is the principalities, powers, and spiritual forces of evil in the heavenlies. 

Ephesians 6:11-13 “Finally, grow powerful in union with the Lord, in union with his mighty 
strength! Use all the armor and weaponry that God provides, so that you will be able to 
stand against the deceptive tactics of the Adversary. For we are not struggling 
against human beings, but against the rulers, authorities and cosmic powers 
governing this darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realm. 
So take up every piece of war equipment God provides; so that when the evil day comes, 
you will be able to resist; and when the battle is won, you will still be standing.” 
  
So we must “go out”, defeat the enemy, take him captive and destroy his kingdom. 

The word “wrestle” really means, “to make war with”. So it is not a matter of a short 
struggle, getting the upper-hand and then leaving the wrestling floor until the next bout – it 
is about the concept of winning every battle until the war is over and the enemy has 
surrendered. 
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HOW DO WE GO FROM WEAK TO STRONG? 

Just like Samson – when he was weak, he became strong! 

1. We put on the armour of GOD (YHVH). 

Ephesians 6:14 “Therefore, stand! Have the belt of truth buckled around your waist, 
put on righteousness for a breastplate, and wear on your feet the readiness that comes 
from the Good News of shalom. Always carry the shield of trust, with which you will be 
able to extinguish all the flaming arrows of the Evil One. And take the helmet of 
deliverance; along with the sword given by the Spirit, that is, the Word of God; as you 
pray at all times, with all kinds of prayers and requests, in the Spirit, vigilantly and 
persistently, for all God’s people.” 

2. We keep and guard the Garden of Potential that GOD (YHVH) has given to us. 

1 Timothy 6:11-12 “But you, as a man of God, flee from these things; and pursue 
righteousness, Godliness, faithfulness, love, steadfastness, gentleness.  Fight the good 
fight of the faith, take hold of the eternal life to which you were called when you testified so 
well to your faith before many witnesses.”   

3. We keep the Commandments by walking in loving obedience to His Word. Simply 
said, we follow the example set by Y’shua, we love our neighbour and we bring GOD 
(YHVH) the Glory. 

4. We apply Godly leadership and we choose our contingent of soldiers carefully. We 
take only those who are prepared to stand in unity, those who are considerate of others; 
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those who are prepared to face the enemy. We read of such a band of men called 
Gideon’s army … a group of only 300 men. 

Judges 7:16-19 “He divided the three hundred men into three companies. He put in the 
hands of all of them shofars and empty pitchers with torches in them. Then he said to 
them, “Watch me, and do what I do. When I get to the edge of the camp, whatever I 
do, you do the same. When I and everyone with me blow the shofar, then you blow your 
shofars all around the whole camp, and shout, “For ADONAI and for Gid‘on!” Gid‘on and 
the hundred men with him arrived at the edge of the camp a little before midnight, just after 
they had changed the guard. They blew the shofars and broke in pieces the pitchers that 
were in their hands.” 

And it is here that we need to read and see the Commandments in new light - a fresh 
revelation.  

For example, let us return to the opening story: 

It is a story about a soldier who returns from battle with a pretty woman (but a foreigner - 
a non-believer). Is the story really only about physical desire? Or is it an analogy?  

Foreign women had the tendency to turn the Israelites away from GOD (YHVH). You only 
have to think about: 

SOLOMON 
SAMSON 
AHAB   (to name a few) 

However, if we leave the story only to be about a woman, we will miss the point. What else 
have you allowed into your life that is “foreign” (against) the Will of GOD (YHVH)?  

What about power / position,  
What about material wealth,  
What else is your adversary in the quest to be a man / woman of GOD (YHVH)? 

And what is the lesson GOD (YHVH) teaches us? When you know that you are busy with 
something that is foreign to GOD (YHVH)’s Kingdom, stop, take time out to reassess 
where you are really going.  

Look at GOD (YHVH)’s advice - look at that pretty lady for a month in a plain dress, 
without makeup, are you still sure that’s what you want? 

Are you going out to war, OR going away from GOD (YHVH)? 
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HAFTORAH  

This portion opens with a verse that seem stop focus only on the physical … the fact that a 
particular woman may be barren. 

Isaiah 54:1 “Sing, barren woman who has never had a child!” 

What we know is the physical domain precedes the spiritual - so there is a lesson for us to 
discover. 

What a sad story … the ability to give life has been taken away, the ability to fulfil the 
commandment “hidden” away in the DNA - namely to bring forth fruit which contains the 
seed that with look / act / like the original, is lost. 

We are not talking about ANY FRUIT … we are talking about the fruit that bears the Image 
of GOD (YHVH). 

The spiritual image of this “barrenness” could be: 

(1) That the Body of Messiah (and Israel) as a reflection of GOD (YHVH)’s Covenant and 
attributes is barren. 

(2) That you and I as individual believers, as a reflector of GOD (YHVH)’s GLORY is 
barren. 

(3) That the Body of believers as individuals are in Covenantal relationship, but that 
corporately we are not in unity, and therefore, we are not the Tabernacle of Living 
Stones. 

We are considering the theme - if you are under attack, then Amalek will be coming up 
against you. 

Surely any type of barrenness is an indication that you are under attack. Does this not 
bring us to our knees … to a place where we consider it expedient to return to His Ways? 

WE SHOULD NOT LOSE HOPE! 
Even if we have messed up - we still have HOPE. 
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You see, potential is never lost … its been restricted, bound up - but not lost. 
There is restoration now. 

Can you think what it would look like:  

• if I recognise my purpose,  
• if I release my potential,  
• if I start to earnestly cross the ‘RED SEAS / THE WILDERNESS / THE JORDAN”s 

in my life and … 

Have the expectation that as I enter in, that I will find “first fruits” that I did not plant. 
   

Isaiah 54:1-3 “Burst into song, shout for joy, you who have never been in labor! For the 
deserted wife will have more children than the woman who is living with her husband,” 
says ADONAI. Enlarge the space for your tent, extend the curtains of your dwelling; do not 
hold back, lengthen your cords, make your tent pegs firm. For you will spread out to the 
right and the left, your descendants will possess the nations and inhabit the desolated 
cities.”  

There will be restoration in the future. 

There will be a time when no “flood” of this world’s hurt / rejection and compromise will 
engulf us anymore ➛ its called resurrection time. 

Isaiah 54:9 “For Me this is like Noach’s flood. Just as I swore that no flood like Noah’s 
would ever again cover the earth, so now I swear that never again will I be angry with you 
or rebuke you.” 

Do you have confidence in His faithfulness? 

Let’s shake off the barrenness, and step forward with courage - to enter into our Promised 
Land ➛ and live in peace. 

Isaiah 54:10 “For the mountains 
may leave and the hills be removed, 
but My grace will never leave you, 
and My Covenant of peace will not 
be removed,” says ADONAI, who 
has compassion on you.” 

PROPHETIC FUTURE 

No matter what loss now - the end 
of the story is abundance. 

GET A NEW VISION!! 
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A FINAL THOUGHT 

We have another one of these Commandments that we need to pull into this century. 

Deuteronomy 23:1-2 “A man with crushed or damaged private parts (stones) may not 
enter the assembly of ADONAI.”  

Deuteronomy 23:3 “A mamzer may not enter the assembly of ADONAI, nor may his 
descendants down to the tenth generation enter the assembly of ADONAI.” 

We need to look at one or two phrases here: 

What does it mean that someone “damaged” may not enter the assembly? The Hebrew 
word Strong’s 6050 “qahal” has two concepts within it: 

To gather / assemble for religious reasons 
To gather for political / war / judgment. 

This has been translated as the congregation, (referring to the religious meeting). 
However, the correct translation should be a reference to the great assembly ➛ the council 
of judges, the Sanhedrin of 70 men (which would be the council for war / judgment).   

Essentially it is saying that such men (who cannot reproduce / therefore produce fruit) 
cannot be JUDGES. It does not say that they are not part of the tribes. 

The Hebrew phrase “patsa dacha” means “crushed stones”.  The Hebrew word Strong’s 
1795: “dak’ka” has the meaning: 

Crushing 
Mutilated testicles 

The Hebrew word private parts is 
Strong’s 8212 – and is often also 
translated as - stones. This verse 
says that such a man is excluded 
from the congregation. But through 
Y’shua there is restoration. 

We find the specific reference to the 
restoration of the Eunuch. 

Isaiah 56:3-8 “A foreigner joining ADONAI should not say, “ADONAI will separate me from 
his people”; likewise the eunuch should not say, “I am only a dried-up tree.”  
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Isaiah 56:4  “For here is what ADONAI says: “As for the eunuchs who keep my Shabbats, 
who choose what pleases me and hold fast to My Covenant: in My House, within My walls, 
I will give them power and a name greater than sons and daughters; I will give him an 
everlasting name that will not be cut off.” 

The word illegitimate / bastard / “mamzer” refers to a foreigner.   

The Hebrew word Strong’s 4464 “mamzer” means: 

A child of incest, 
A mixed population, 
A Jewish father and heathen woman (or vice versa), 
Foreign nations are compared to harlots - seducers to idolatry. 

The context within this verse refers to someone who is a son of a union between an 
Israelite and a foreigner. (It does not always mean that you were born out of wedlock.) 

We are all foreigners, until the day that we are grafted into the natural 
olive tree. 

 

1 Peter 1:1-2 “From: Kefa, an emissary of Yeshua the Messiah To: God’s chosen people, 
living as aliens in the Diaspora — in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, the province of Asia, 
and Bythinia —  chosen according to the foreknowledge of God the Father and set 
apart by the Spirit for obeying Yeshua the Messiah and for sprinkling with His 
Blood: Grace and shalom be yours in full measure.” 
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Priestly Blessing 
“Y’varekh’kha YHVH v’yishmerekha. 
May YHVH bless you and keep you. 

Ya’er YHVH panav eleikha vichunekka. 
May YHVH make His Face shine on you and show you His favour. 

Yissa YHVH panav eleikha v’yasem l’kha shalom. 
May YHVH lift up His Face toward you and give you peace. 

In this way they are to put My Name on the people of Israel, so that I will 
bless them.” 

Numbers 6:24-27 

�   
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